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As the world moves into the next millennium, the United States finds itself at the
forefront of this new age, policing not only its own shores but the rest of the world
as well. And spearheading this overwatch are the men and women of America's
armed forces, the "troops on the wall," who will go anywhere, anytime, and do
whatever it takes to protect not only our nation but the rest of the free world. Now,
for the first time, Combat brings the best military-fiction authors together to reveal
how war will be fought in the twenty-first century. From the down and dirty
"ground-pounders" of the U.S. Armored Cavalry to the new frontiers of warfare,
including outer space and the Internet, ten authors whose novels define the
military-fiction genre have written all-new short stories about the men and women
willing to put their lives on the line for freedom: Larry Bond takes us into the wild
frontier of space warfare, where American soldiers fight a dangerous zero-gee
battle with a tenacious enemy that threatens every free nation on Earth. Dale
Brown lets us inside a world that few people see, that of a military promotion
board, and shows us how the fate of an EB-52 Megafortress pilot's career can
depend on a man he's never met, even as the pilot takes on the newest threat to
American forces in the Persian Gulf--a Russian stealth bomber. James Cobb finds a
lone U.S. Armored Cavalry scout unit that is the only military force standing
between a defenseless African nation and an aggressive Algerian recon division.
Stephen Coonts tells of the unlikely partnership between an ex-Marine sniper and a
female military pilot who team up to kill the terrorists who murdered her parents.
But, out in the Libyan desert, all is not as it seems, and these two must use their
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skills just to stay alive. Harold W. Coyle reports in from the front lines of the
information war, where cyberpunks are recruited by the U.S. Army to combat the
growing swarm of hackers and their shadowy masters who orchestrate their brand
of online terrorism around the world. David Hagberg brings us another Kirk
McGarvey adventure, in which the C.I.A. director becomes entangled in the rising
tensions between China and Taiwan. When a revolutionary leader is rescued from a
Chinese prison, the Chinese government pushes the United States to the brink of
war, and McGarvey has to make a choice with the fate of the world hanging in the
balance. Dean Ing reveals a scenario that could have been torn right from today's
headlines. In Oakland, a private investigator teams up with a bounty hunter and
F.B.I. agent to find a missing marine engineer. What they uncover is the shadow of
terrorism looming over America and a conspiracy that threatens thousands of
innocent lives. Ralph Peters takes us to the war-torn Balkan states, where a U.S.
Army observer sent to keep an eye on the civil war is taken on a guided tour of the
country at gunpoint. Captured by the very people he is there to monitor, he learns
just how far people will go for their idea of freedom. R.J. Pineiro takes us to the far
reaches of space, where a lone terrorist holds the world hostage from a nuclear
missle-equipped platform. To stop him, a pilot agrees to a suicidal flight into the
path of an orbital laser with enough power to incinerate her space shuttle. Barrett
Tillman takes us to the skies with a group of retired fighter jocks brought back for
one last mission--battling enemy jets over the skies of sunny California. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
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Software (DRM) applied.

Thomas Hardy: The Novels
A study of distinct forms of mass violence, the narratives each kind demands, and
the collective identities constructed from and upon these, this book focuses around
readings of popular and influential novels such as Toni Morrison's Beloved, Amy
Tan's The Joy Luck Club and Isabel Allende's The House of Spirits.

Shadow of the Wolf
Antoinetta Scarletti, a blind musician, gifted with psychic abilities, whose beautiful
music has enchanted the world, finds her world forever changed by Byron, an
immortal and darkly sensual Carpathian, who has come to claim her as his--for all
eternity. Original.

After January
Exam Essentials Practice Tests 1 and 2: IELTS is our major British English exam
preparation series combining exam preparation, practice, and tips. This effective
combination of testing and teaching has proved a popular formula with teachers
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and students. All of the tests are written by experts in the field, which means that
students experience authentic exam-like material that is at a level at least as high
as the actual exams. A DVD-ROM containing video of a complete model speaking
interview with useful tips from examiners and accompanying worksheets allows
students and teachers to see exactly what the speaking test entails.

Rich Client Programming
In beautifully constructed verse, JK Bannavti's Leopard Watch tells the story of a
Fon who out of greed and veiled impiety devastates the land over which he rules.
The Fon, The King of Bamkov is in a perpetual state of slumber while an illusive
beast drives terror into the heart of the kingdom, killing children as well as cattle.
Neither the cries of the people nor pressure from the notables seems to have any
effect on him. The population of the clan diminishes daily while the Fon sleeps,
snores, and drools in the day, and growls, chews, and laps in the night. When
finally the notables join the youth vigilante group to hunt down the beast, they
come face to face with the devourer who narrowly escapes. A day later, one of the
notables, Gwei, in a drunken state encounters and kills the leopard at night as he
returns from the market. Amidst jubilation and in honor of Gwei the Fon collapses
off his horse and dies. His carcass lies in the same state as that of the dead
leopard.
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Smash Pop Hits, 1999-2000
A maintenance & repair manual for the DIY mechanic.

Opel Ascona and Manta Owner's Workshop Manual
It's a hot summer afternoon. Tension is in the air. A gang of youths on bikes
gathers outside a chip shop. A teenage boy is stabbed and left bleeding on the
street. The boy's mother wonders how this could have happened to her son. She is
full of questions, but when the answers lie so close to home, are they really what
she wants to hear?

Leopard Watch
Following a murder in Antarctica, the U.S. Marshal responsible for the area and a
British intelligence agent work to discover who did it and why.

Dark Symphony
Titles (and artists) include: All Star (Smash Mouth) * As Long As You Love Me
(Backstreet Boys) * Back at One (Brian McKnight) * (You Drive Me) Crazy (Britney
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Spears) * From This Moment On (Shania Twain) * Genie in a Bottle (Christina
Aguilera) * I Will Remember You (Sarah McLachlan) * (God Must Have Spent) A
Little More Time on You (*NSYNC) * She's All I Ever Had (Ricky Martin) and many,
many more!

Poems of Henry Timrod
The fifth book in the USA Today Bestselling Rose Gardner Mystery series!There's
no denying trouble finds Rose Gardner like a divining rod finds water, especially
when Rose lands in the middle of a bank robbery. But after the robbers steal her
deposit bag—containing a large amount of cash—she soon finds out that trouble is
threatening her business as well, thanks to her sister Violet's financial
mismanagement. To top it off, Rose's ex-boyfriend, Joe Simmons, has moved back
to Henryetta to fill the chief deputy sheriff position. Rose's involvement as a
witness is the perfect opportunity for Joe to reinsert himself into her life. But Mason
Deveraux, Fenton County Assistant District Attorney and Rose's new boyfriend, has
waited too long for Rose to give her up without a fight.Rose's pregnant best friend,
Neely Kate, suggests they find the robbers using Rose's visions and Neely Kate's
knowledge about everyone in town. The women are soon hot on the trail of the
stolen money, but Rose is caught off guard when Neely Kate's snoopiness detects
the biggest complication of all: Rose might be expecting a baby of her own.
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Handbook of World Mineral Trade Statistics, 1996-2001
Can't hit the doubles? Got a bad case of dartitis? Want to stick it in the bull every
time? You've come to the right place. THE ART OF DARTS is three-time World
Champion John Lowe's darts master class that caters for every level of player, from
the obsessed amateur to the fledgling professional, and reveals the secrets of his
three decades experience at the pinnacle of the sport. Every conceivable aspect of
the game is covered, from choosing the right grip, darts and practice routines to
suit you, constructing out shots, perfecting your stance at the oche to tips on how
to cope with the pressure of a sold out, noisy arena in your first professional
match. Whether you want to improve your game wholesale or simply fine tune
some misbehaving aspects, THE ART OF DARTS is essential for every darts player,
fan or enthusiast and is well set to becoming the classic darts text.

Whiteout
This book is designed to serve as a practical guide for students and others wishing
to improve their skills in the detailed analysis and discussion of Hardy's prose
texts. Its aim is to sharpen readers' awareness of the complexity and subtlety of
Hardy's art by encouraging responsiveness to such aspects as language and style,
imagery and symbol, descriptive and dramatic method and narrative technique. At
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the same time extracts are considered not in isolation but in relation to the overall
purposes of a highly-organised text. While the main focus is on four of Hardy's
most-widely read novels, the twenty-four examples of close analysis cover six
major themes that are relevant to all his fiction. There are also numerous
references to his other writings in prose and verse. The second part of the book
provides, in succinct form, essential background material, including an outline of
Hardy's life and career and an account of the literary, historical and intellectual
contexts of his fiction. As well as a guide to further reading, a chapter is devoted to
samples of criticism illustrating a range of approaches to the chosen texts and
representing the work of important critics past and present.

Exam Essentials IELTS Practice Test 2 with Keyey
"Barbara Abercrombie, an author and creative writing instructor at UCLA Extension,
offers 365 days' worth of guidance for writers seeking to warm up, stretch, and
build creative muscle"--Provided by publisher.

The Prostate Answer Book
?The miracle of empathy,” Kwame Dawes once said in an interview, ?is the
ultimate aim of my writing.”
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Thirty-Two and a Half Complications
In the wake of a series of unfortunate experiences house-sitting in the Cotswolds,
Thea Osborne, accompanied by her spaniel Hepzibah, is perhaps over-optimistic
about the English summertime and the possibilities of her latest assignment –
house-sitting for transatlantic reptile breeder Harriet Young. However the region’s
bucolic charms prove to be more than deceptive, as Thea is thrust once more into
the heart of a Cotswold mystery. Despite the ease with which Thea’s new
assignment in the secluded village of Cranham begins, she soon finds a dark side
to the characters she encounters. From the elderly Donny Davis to the enigmatic
figure of Edwina, Thea begins to realise that Harriet Young’s beloved geckoes are
not the only cold-blooded creatures at large in Cranham. Family intrigue, murder
and suicide combine to give Thea a decidedly challenging summer in the Heart of
England . . .

Deception in the Cotswolds
This first biography of novelist Anne Tyler includes a discussion of her early
childhood, high school and college years, adulthood, marriage, and motherhood. It
incorporates source materials from the Anne Tyler Papers at Duke University and
letters from Tyler to the author. The volume lists all of Tyler's novels, short stories,
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articles, and book reviews and provides an annotated bibliography of books,
articles, dissertations, and theses on her fiction.

Asiyih Khanum, the Most Exalted Leaf, Entitled Navvab
A biographical essay of the wife of Bah'u'llh, the founder of the Bah Faith, and
mother of 'Abdu'l-Bah, the Centre of Bah'u'llh's Covenant, reveals her strength,
patience, long-suffering, and devotion to the Lord of Hosts, whom she
accompanied through all the vicissitudes of exile and imprisonment. (World
Religions)

Cardwell Ranch Trespasser
Entered from the Sun
Raising Cane Abigail Timberlake Washburn understands the antiques game is a
gamble -- so she doesn't know what to expect when she wins the bidding for the
contents of an old locker that has been sealed up for years. It's a delightful surprise
when she discovers inside a collection of exquisite old walking sticks -- and a notso-delightful one when she pulls out a decrepit gym bag containing . . . a human
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skull! The last thing the diminutive South Carolina antiques dealer needs is to be
suspected of foul play. So she grabs her chatty assistant (and future sister-in-law),
C.J., and heads out to search for a killer they can stick it to. But this cane case will
be no walk in the park -- with its arcane clues hinting at poaching, counterfeiting,
smuggling . . . and homicide, of course. And when a fresh corpse turns up, things
are about to get really sticky for Abby and her staff of one.

Kicking In the Wall
Betrayed and Betrothed
Deep in the Scottish Highlands a curious training academy teaches young women
how to pound a beat. Young miscreant Jean Welsh hopes to quell her submissive,
promiscuous sexuality by donning their strict uniform. Instruction in the use of
restraints, training in the art of flagellation and practical experience in the special
use of truncheons characterise the Glenlassie approach to police training - but the
recruits are solely being siphoned off by a nearby pony-girl training establishment
and a unique medical clinic.

Hello Mum
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This new Routledge Handbook offers a comprehensive, state-of-the-art overview of
the meanings and uses of the term 'peacebuilding', and presents cutting-edge
debates on the practices conducted in the name of peacebuilding. The term
'peacebuilding' has had remarkable staying power. Other terms, such as 'conflict
resolution' have waned in popularity, while the acceptance and use of the term
'peacebuilding' has grown to the extent that it is the hegemonic and over-arching
term for many forms of mediation, reconciliation and strategies to induce peace.
Despite this, however, it is rarely defined and often used to mean different things
to different audiences. Routledge Handbook of Peacebuilding aims to be a one-stop
comprehensive resource on the literature and practices of contemporary
peacebuilding. The book is organised into six key sections: Section 1: Reading
peacebuilding Section 2: Approaches and cross-cutting themes Section 3:
Disciplinary approaches to peacebuilding Section 4: Violence and security Section
5: Everyday living and peacebuilding Section 6: The infrastructure of peacebuilding
This new Handbook will be essential reading for students of peacebuilding,
mediation and post-conflict reconstruction, and of great interest to students of
statebuilding, intervention, civil wars, conflict resolution, war and conflict studies
and IR in general.

The Dragon's Eye
New York Times bestselling author B. J. Daniels brings you back to Cardwell Ranch
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for more edge-of-your-seat intrigue. Cardwell Beware The Cardwell clan has a new,
mysterious member. Dana Cardwell warmly welcomed her Justice cousin into the
family fold and to the ranch for a reunion. But this cunning kin has other plans for
Dana…and designs on her husband, Hud. Hilde Jacobson has known Dana too long
to let her best friend get conned—or worse, killed. Unfortunately Hilde is no match
for a skilled impostor who's duped everyone in the canyon. Only Deputy Marshal
Colt Dawson believes Hilde's claims about the phony relation; only his strong arms
have saved her from "accidents" intended to get her out of the way. Together can
they convince the Cardwells that a predator lurks in their happy home? Pick up the
latest installment from the Cardwell Ranch series—Rescue at Cardwell Ranch,
available now!

Beyond the Hanging Wall
Honoring the spiritual nature of all beings; this is the essence of the wedding vows
from Conversations with God. Thus, these are not simply vows, but something
more: an outward manifestation of our deepest inner truth. These vows were
spoken by Neale Donald Walsch and Nancy Flemming-Walsch at their own
marriage, and are featured in Book 3 of the Conversations with God series. As
Neale writes, "We wanted a ceremony that spoke the truth of our hearts, and that
allowed us to make promises that we knew we could keep." So, here they are, from
Neale and Nancy to you, for use in your own ceremony. Included are wonderful
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commentaries on love and relationships by Gerald Jampolsky and his wife, Diane
Cirincione, and by Marianne Williamson. Also included are meaningful insights on
union from the Conversations with God series. May your marriage be blessed.

The Stranger You Know
New York Times bestselling author Andrea Kane takes readers hostage with THE
STRANGER YOU KNOW, originally published in 2013. THE STRANGER YOU KNOW
When a copycat killer is targeting college-age girls with long red hair, Forensic
Instincts recall a case that put a serial offender behind bars for life. But, as more
red-haired victims are added to the body count, it becomes clear that each one has
been chosen because of a unique connection to Casey Woods. Now the Forensic
Instincts team must race to uncover the identity of a serial killer before his evertightening circle of death closes in on Casey as the ultimate target. One thing
about the perpetrator is clear: he knows everything about Casey and he won’t stop
until she’s dead. Titles originally published in 2013.

The Sex Is Out of This World
Libby Mitchell can’t believe her luck! In 1841, her pioneer family decides to move
north—near her best friend, Fawn, who lives with the Ottawa tribe. But the girls’
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happiness at reuniting is short-lived. Greedy men want to cheat Fawn’s people out
of their land and put all of the forest in danger. Now Libby and Fawn must think of
a way to stop them—before the woods that they call home are lost forever. History
Stepping Stones now feature updated content that emphasizes Common Core and
today’s renewed interest in nonfiction. Perfect for home, school, and library
bookshelves!

Police Ladies
The 7th edition of this handbook contains data on the international trade of the
major non-fuel minerals and metals, from primary to semi-processed forms, for the
years 1996 to 2001. It lists quantities and values for these products, and includes
summary tables on the value of world exports and imports of minerals, ores and
metals by country and region and by the Standard International Trade
Classification, as well as detailed tables concerning 38 minerals and metals
representing over 99 per cent of the world trade in 2001.

My Seductive Innocent
SCARCE MIGRANT BIRDS IN BRITAIN AND IRELAND * HOW MANY are seen? * HOW
REGULARLY do they come? * WHERE do they occur? * WHEN are they likely to be
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spotted? The above questions are authoritatively answered by the author, Dr J. T.
R. Sharrock, honorary secretary of the British Ornithologists' Union's Record
Committee and of the Rare Breeding Birds Panel, joint convenor of the European
Ornithological Atlas Committee, and a member of the British Birds Rarities
Committee and of the Irish Records Panel. Dr Sharrock takes a ten-year period and
investigates in detail all the records of a selection of birds which occur here as
scarce migrants - birds from Europe, from Asia and from America. He considers
their breeding and wintering ranges, and the patterns of their records in Britain
and Ireland, and tries to determine, also * WHY do they visit us at all? Jacket design
by Robert Gillmor

Rebel Lady, Convenient Wife
This well-wrought story is drawn from Campbell’s firsthand knowledge of the
karretjiemense (donkey cart people) of the Great Karoo, a vast area of parched
earth and craggy mountains in South Africa. Through the voices of Kapok and Muis,
the parents, and Fansie and Witpop, the two oldest children, we come to know an
undocumented karretjiemense family and their bare-bones lifestyle. Kapok, who
tries to find work where he can but uses alcohol to escape reality, is not concerned
that the children don’t have government-issued IDs. Muis feels differently:
“Without government names, who will the police search for if they are lost?” Muis
also worries that Kapok’s desire to get his family out of the dry, hot veld and seek
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stability in the town of Leeu Gamka will get her killed. Miskiet, the man who raped
her there 15 years earlier, reveals to readers that he holds a murderous grudge.
The characters’ use of Afrikaans-interspersed English and their personal
perceptions of circumstances expose the complexities of an often invisible culture.
Vivid descriptions and underlying suspense unleash in readers the desire to absorb
every detail of this poignant novel.

Antigone; Oedipus the King; Electra
The open-source NetBeans Platform is an extraordinarily powerful framework for
building "write once, run anywhere" rich client applications. Now, for the first time
since the release of NetBeans IDE 5.0, there's a comprehensive guide to rich client
development on the NetBeans Platform. Written for Java developers and architects
who have discovered that basic Swing components are not enough for them, this
book will help you get started with NetBeans module development, master
NetBeans' key APIs, and learn proven techniques for building reliable desktop
software. Each chapter is filled with practical, step-by-step instructions for creating
complete rich client applications on top of the NetBeans Platform and plugins for
NetBeans IDE. Rich Client Programming 's wide-ranging content covers Why
modular development makes sense for small, medium, and large applications
Using NetBeans to accelerate development and improve efficiency Leveraging
NetBeans productivity features, from the Component Palette to Code Completion
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Leveraging NetBeans' modular architecture in your own applications Implementing
loosely coupled communication to improve code maintainability and robustness
Managing user- and system-configuration data Building reloadable components
with solid threading models Constructing sophisticated multiwindow applications
and presenting rich data structures to users Adding user-configurable options
Integrating Web services with NetBeans desktop applications Automating module
updates and providing user help Foreword by Jonathan Schwartz Foreword by Jan
Chalupa Preface About the Authors and Contributors Acknowledgments Chapter 1:
Getting Started with the NetBeans Platform Chapter 2: The Benefits of Modular
Programming Chapter 3: Modular Architecture Chapter 4: Loosely Coupled
Communication Chapter 5: Lookup Chapter 6: Filesystems Chapter 7: Threading,
Listener Patterns, and MIME Lookup Chapter 8: The Window System Chapter 9:
Nodes, Explorer Views, Actions, and Presenters Chapter 10: DataObjects and
DataLoaders Chapter 11: Graphical User Interfaces Chapter 12: Multiview Editors
Chapter 13: Syntax Highlighting Chapter 14: Code Completion Chapter 15:
Component Palettes Chapter 16: Hyperlinks Chapter 17: Annotations Chapter 18:
Options Windows Chapter 19: Web Frameworks Chapter 20: Web Services Chapter
21: JavaHelp Documentation Chapter 22 Update Centers Chapter 23: Use Case 1:
NetBeans Module Development Chapter 24: Use Case 2: Rich Unger on Application
Development Chapter A: Advanced Module System Techniques Chapter B:
Common Idioms and Code Patterns in NetBeans Chapter C: Performance Index
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Economics
Completing his masterful trilogy of novels set in Elizabethan England, Garrett again
applies distinguished literary skills to spin a tale dark with deception and
metaphysical questions but teeming with sensuous and concrete details that
convey the spirit of the age. In 1597, when it seems that "half the people in
England are spying on the other half," two Londoners skilled in deceit are forcibly
enjoined by rival factions to investigate the recent death of dissolute poet and
playwright Christopher Marlowe. Each of the two--Joseph Hunnyman, "common
player" and con man, and Captain William Barfoot, soldier and spy--is aware of the
other's investigation, but they come together, only through a third party, the
provocative widow Alysoun. Like an impressionist painting, vivid in its small,
shimmering details, the novel conveys a picture of Renaissance society, offers
richly nuanced character portraits, and sparkles with bawdy humor and robust
sexuality. Garrett's prose is oblique, his sentences arrestingly truncated, his
narrative method seemingly digressive; in no rush to spill out his story, he circles
round and round its mysterious core. Though the plot here is less compelling than
those of the two previous novels, readers will enjoy a novel of rare literary quality,
richly marinated in research, wondrously steeped in the world it artfully depicts.
–PW
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Narrating Violence, Constructing Collective Identities
A couple of hundred years in the future, there is a struggling Chinese colony on the
planet of a double star not too far from Earth. One of their suns is the blinding and
carcinogenic Dragon's Eye, which requires them to cover up and wear hats when it
is in the sky. The colony has a huge, burdensome debt to Earth, and there is a
question of rebellion and rumor of a possible declaration of independence. So a
courier is sent in, disguised as a native, to bring back a highly placed spy--or at
least his brain, so information can be recovered and Earth's interests preserved.
New China is where the book comes alive. We find ourselves in a world of sharply
defined characters, distincly themselves, with lives outside the plot that
nevertheless provides the constant movement of a first-class SF adventure. The
Dragon's Eye is full of surprises and introduces a fine writer to the American
audience. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

My Children Have Faces
Driven from her home by accusations of witchcraft, Lady Anna Fenwick embarks on
a dangerous quest. Her reluctant protector is darkly brooding Jack Milburn, a
merchant venturer with a shadowed past. Jack exists only to exact his revenge on
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the man who killed his lover and their son, but Anna slowly teaches him how to feel
again. So when fate returns Jack's son to him, miraculously alive and well,
marriage seems the answer. But will Anna ever be more to Jack than his
convenient bride?

Combat
Like his physician father, Garth Baxtor is gifted with The Touch. By laying his hands
upon a person, Garth can sense what dwells within: pain, illness, joy, or sorrow. It
is through the application of The Touch that the gifted minister helps the sick of
Escator by diagnosing ills and promoting healing. By decree of the royal treasury,
for a period of three weeks each year, physicians of Escator - in lieu of taxes - are
required to attend to the needs of the criminals who labor endlessly in the Veins,
the labyrinth of mines carved deep into the earth and from which they harvest the
gloam-a priceless commodity upon which the fortunes of Escator depend. It is
during one such period of mandatory service that Joseph Baxtor decides his son is
old enough to accompany him to the Veins as his apprentice. Garth is delighted.
It's a chance to escape the dull and dreary surroundings of his quiet village for the
delights of the capital city of Ruen. Joseph has been ordered to attend King Cavor
himself. Garth will actually meet the king in person! As he discovers all too soon,
however, the task at hand is a grim one. Descending into the mines for the first
time, Garth could hardly be less prepared for what he encounters: thousands of
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men laboring like animals in dreadful conditions deep below the earth's surface.
Applying his hands to the wound of one prisoner known only as Lot No. 859, Garth
is stunned by what he discovers. This man is no common criminal. But then, who is
he? Could it be? After all these years? Prince Maximillian? The answer to the riddle
will involve Garth in a harrowing journey out of the Veins and into the Land of
Dreams as he tries to resolve the question of the identity of Lot No 859. In the
process, Garth will solve a centuries-old mystery-a mystery that will pit one king
against another and shake the Kingdom of Escator to its foundations. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

Scarce Migrant Birds of Britain and Ireland
Love and loyalty, hatred and revenge, fear, deprivation, and political ambition:
these are the motives which thrust the characters portrayed in these three
Sophoclean masterpieces on to their collision course with catastrophe. Recognized
in his own day as perhaps the greatest of the Greek tragedians, Sophocles'
reputation has remained undimmed for two and a half thousand years. His greatest
innovation in the tragic medium was his development of a central tragic figure,
faced with a test of will and character, risking obloquy and death rather than
compromise his or her principles: it is striking that Antigone and Electra both have
a woman as their intransigent 'hero'. Antigone dies rather neglect her duty to her
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family, Oedipus' determination to save his city results in the horrific discovery that
he has committed both incest and parricide, and Electra's unremitting anger at her
mother and her lover keeps her in servitude and despair. These vivid translations
combine elegance and modernity, and are remarkable for their lucidity and
accuracy. Their sonorous diction, economy, and sensitivity to the varied metres
and modes of the original musical delivery make them equally suitable for reading
or theatrical peformance. ABOUT THE SERIES: For over 100 years Oxford World's
Classics has made available the widest range of literature from around the globe.
Each affordable volume reflects Oxford's commitment to scholarship, providing the
most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features, including expert
introductions by leading authorities, helpful notes to clarify the text, up-to-date
bibliographies for further study, and much more.

The Wedding Vows from Conversations with God
Miss Sophia Vane, a hoyden of the first order, makes an unlikely match when she
weds Nathaniel Ellison, the rich and wary Duke of Scarsdale. What starts with an
unexpected friendship soon blooms into a fiery passion. But a betrayal plunges
Sophia into the thorny world of London Society and entangles her in a labyrinth of
manipulation and jealousy that will test the strength of her marriage. Behind her
husband’s sudden icy facade, Sophia believes dwells the caring, passionate man
she loves. To break through the barriers and reclaim their happiness, they must do
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more than simply cast away their pride. They must fight for their very lives.

The Art of Darts
Designed as a simple, yet concise, guide to the study of economics this text is
aimed at all those who wish to broaden their knowledge of the subject matter. This
manual specialises in detailing an account of social security in the wider sense,
including health care and social services.

The Cane Mutiny
This January is different. It s as though the future is held here. Held at bay, held at
more than arm s length. And the waiting is everywhere. School is over for Alex
Delaney and he s waiting for his university offers only seventeen days away. The
waiting is killing him. He s not expecting much from January. Bodysurfing, TV, but
mainly waiting. So he s not ready for the girl who cuts past him on a wave. Not at
all prepared for her perfect balance, compelling green eyes, and gold skin. January
is about to change."

Routledge Handbook of Peacebuilding
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"This book is a collection of new essays, with the general objective of filling a gap
in the literature about sex and science fiction. The essays explore the myriad ways
in which authors writing in the genre, regardless of format (e.g., print, film,
television, etc.), envision very different beings expressing this most fundamental of
human behaviors"--Provided by publisher.

Duppy Conqueror
Poor Miss Abbie Graham had never felt so betrayed! Betrothed to her grandfather's
godson, Mr. Bartholomew Cavanagh, she had found him in a rather compromising
position in the garden with another woman! Refusing to marry Bart has resulted in
years of quarrel. And now Abbie's been packed off to Bath. Can things get any
worse for the girl? They can, and they do, when Bart joins their party. He's now six
years older and a rather dashing gentleman to boot-it looks as if Abbie's
grandfather is playing matchmaker again! Only this time it may just work, as
mysterious goings-on push Abbie and Bart closer together. And soon they realize
they cannot survive apart.
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